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INTRODUCTION

The People’s Game 
Possible at every pace. 
Walking Football is simply football without running. Playing the game at a more feasible 
pace eliminates barriers and provides greater accessibility to the sport. It is available for 
participants who wish to continue to engage in football, but who may have previously been 
forced to stop playing the game they love due to age or injury. Walking Football and other 
forms of Walking Sport have become an increasingly popular form of physical activity and 
sport participation in Europe.

The Walking Football methodology was first carried out in the UK in 2001, and has since expanded to 
inspire men and women over the age of fifty to be more physically active, exercise more frequently, 
and to counter social isolation. Throughout Europe, thousands of older men and women are now 
rediscovering the joys of football by playing it at a more leisurely pace.
In addition to encouraging older individuals to get back into participating in sport, the social aspects 
of Walking Football sessions provide opportunities to socially engage and connect with peers in the 
community, effectively combating social isolation and addressing mental health issues.

The intention of the European Football for Development Network (EFDN) was to assemble 
best practices, ideas, and rules within various Walking Football programmes to create a 
consolidated European methodology for Walking Football and a Walking Football Practitioner’s 
Guide. The guide highlights how such innovative programmes can provide alternative 
interventions around health and wellbeing in communities and can bring organisations 
together to achieve a common goal.
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INTRODUCTION
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Increase participation in sport, 
physical activity and voluntary activity

Raise awareness about the health and 
WELL-BEING benefits of an active lifestyle 

Provide the sporting community with a user-friendly 
guide on how to implement Walking Football and 
Walking Sport programmes within the community
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This Walking Football Practitioner’s Guide has been created to promote three key objectives:
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INTRODUCTION

The Walking Football Practitioner’s Guide 
aims to provide an overview and examples 
on how the Walking Sport methodology in 
general can be used to develop a variety 
of walking sport programmes. The guide 
is supported by an online platform that 
provides access to greater resources for 
participants, stakeholders, clubs and 
community groups. 

It intends to provide a starting point for new 
programmes to get “up and walking” and to 
contribute to the sustainability of new and 
current Walking Football and Walking Sport 
programmes.

EFDN
The European Football for Development 
Network (EFDN) consists of professional 
football clubs who are committed to their 

communities and social responsibilities and 
have the passion to cooperate and engage 
on a European level. This collaboration 
creates a network for knowledge sharing 
in order to develop a diversity of training 
methods that will directly benefit local 
social responsibility and community 
programmes. The goal of EFDN is to support 
the efforts of its members to broaden their 
impact and to use the power of football for 
positive change in collaboration with other 
European Football clubs.

The network currently consists of 52 clubs 
from 22 European countries, who benefit 
from our official strategic partnerships with 
Football Against Racism Europe (FARE), 
Centre for Access in Football Europe (CAFE), 
the Social Football Club Alliance, European 
Healthy Stadia Network, European Club 
Association and UEFA Foundation for 
Children.

WHY DO WE DO IT?
Football, and sport in general, is 
increasingly becoming recognised as a 
valid tool for community development and 
for addressing social issues. Football for 
development programmes are providing 
people from different backgrounds with 
the skills and resources to actively make a 
difference in their own lives, and the lives of 
those in their community. By addressing the 
most pressing issues in each community, 
the programmes are contributing to 
positive social change on a European 
scale. Football has the power to change 
lives. The positive physical benefits of 
football can address health issues, and the 
social aspects of participation in football 
can aid in tackling issues such as racism, 
employability skills, school attendance, 
and help to create positive community role 
models. Football can enhance individual 
development and self-confidence, and 
convey values of team spirit, fair play and 
responsibility. It teaches youth how to deal 
with victory and defeat, to solve problems 
and learn to respect rules. 

HOW DO WE DO IT?
The goal of the network is to share 
knowledge and experiences on a European 
level to enhance quality and efficiency of 
national and local football for development 
initiatives. This is achieved through 
European exchange programmes for staff, 
volunteers and participants, international 
conferences to share best practices, 
our online learning platform and the 
development of European community 
programmes for the member clubs.

This Walking Football Practitioner’s Guide has been created to promote three key objectives:
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EUROPEAN LEGENDS

EUROPEAN LEGENDS
The European Legends programme was a 
Walking Football and Walking Sport initiative 
that was coordinated by EFDN and co-funded 
by the European Union through Erasmus Sport + 
and its partners. European Legends consisted of 
14 organisations from 7 different countries who 
participated in a comprehensive initiative of 
Walking Football sessions. European Legends 
kicked off in January 2016 and was delivered 
over a 24-month period. 

The programme promoted the aims of the Health 
Enhancing Physical Activities (HEPA) Guidelines, put 
forth by the Directorate-General for Education and 
Culture of the European Commission, Sport Unit (2008), 
underlining the European values of sport. Additionally, 
it increased the awareness of the role of sport in 
promoting health-enhancing physical activities, 
social inclusion and equal opportunities.

Through the effective cooperation between all 
14 organisations, the European Legends programme 
consisted of the implementation of Walking Football 
training sessions at each organisation, national 
European Legends Sport events, seminars in seven 
European countries and a final international 
Walking Football festival. 

The programme met the objective of increased 
participation in sport, physical activity and voluntary 
activity in its target group of individuals ages 50+. 
Until recently, this target group remained largely out 
of reach for grassroots sport clubs and sport based 
community organisations. However, Walking Football 
and Walking Sport methodologies have proven to be 
an effective way to target this challenging-to-reach 
population. 

The  second objective of the European Legends 
programme was to produce a Walking Football and 
Walking Sport Practitioner’s Guide, that would enable 
sport clubs, community organisations and sport 
governing bodies from all parts of Europe to implement 
the methodology in their respective regions and inspire 
thousands of others to get involved in Walking Sport. 

E U R O P E A N

WALK 
YOUR WAY
BACK TO
FITNESS!
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EUROPEAN LEGENDS

WALK 
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Social & Health Impact

A key element for the European Legends 
programme was to understand the 
social impacts and the health impacts 
on participants in Walking Football and 
Walking Sport programmes. 

The intent of the programme was to 
increase engagement in health-enhancing 
physical activities (HEPA) and to promote 
the true values of European sport, which 
include promoting sport and physical 
exercise amongst older people. Additionally, 
it aimed at advancing the culture of sport 
and values such as fair play and teamwork.

The programme has worked towards 
addressing overarching European Policy 
in the field of sport through the collective 
organisation and documentation of new 
and innovative sport methodology.

The following section consists of 
information that has been collected from 
European Legends partners, research 
studies and health industry reports 
regarding the impacts of Walking  
Football from a scientific perspective.

What we have learnt?
Throughout the life of the programme, 
European Legends Walking Football 
sessions have provided a platform for 
positive intervention. In addition to the 
physical health benefits that participants 
have reported due to practical sessions, 
they have also experienced greater 
social interaction. The sessions provided 
an opportunity and environment for 
participants to socially interact with one 
another during tea and coffee or light 
lunches, or by engaging in games and 
quizzes. The case studies and testimonials 
within this guide will highlight the 
various benefits that European Legends 
participants experienced.

European Legends Partners
European Legends partner, Fulham FC 
Foundation, conducted an impact report 
based around three components:
1. Social connection
2. Change in Body Mass Index (BMI)
3. Increase in activity

The report demonstrates that the aims and 
objectives of the programme were fulfilled 
throughout the duration of the European 
Legends Walking Football programme. 
The report highlights the progress made 
by participants who initially reported 
physical health conditions such as obesity, 
and mental health conditions such as 
depression.

Over a 15-week period, the report showed 
an increase in social connection, increase 
in physical activity and shift in BMI to a 
healthier category. From the first cohort 
of 11 participants, 7 (53%) increased their 
overall physical activity score during the 
intervention, 2 (15%) saw no change, and 
1 (8%) decreased their physical activity 
score overall. Of the 11 total participants, 
7 participants saw a positive BMI shift over 
the course of the programme. One player 
lost a total of 3kg, one player lost just over 
2kg, and three players lost more than 1kg. 
It should be noted, however, that weight 
loss in this age cohort is not expected at 
the same rate as it is expected in younger 
age groups. 

Social & Health Impact

“When I watched the Vitesse Legends play for 
the first time I thought to myself – this is it! 
When I was younger, I used to do a lot of 
sports. Because of work and other things 
I quit sporting and instead started sitting on 
the couch. Walking Football really suits me. 
The social part is what makes it unique. 
Everyone can share their stories and 
that completes the programme for me.”
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The National Health Service in the UK (NHS) 
is currently struggling to engage men aged 
50 to 70 years in activities that prevent 
some of the conditions mentioned above. 
The national health care system is 
increasingly pressured to provide solutions 
and preventative programmes for this 
population that experiences chronic sickness 
later in life. Activities and initiatives such 
as Walking Football can provide support 
mechanisms for this target group and 
are welcomed by the NHS.

Social & Health Impact

1 Social 
connection

Increase 
in 
activity

Change 
in Body 
Mass Index 
(BMI)

3
2
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Social & Health Impact

Universities and researchers are interested 
in studying Walking Football activities in 
order to understand the social and health 
impact these innovative sessions are 
having on the participants. Since 2015, two 
universities in England have carried out 
extensive research to explore the benefits 
of Walking Football. Both Southampton 
University and Aston University Birmingham 
have shared their results.

Southampton Solent University
The study conducted by researchers at 
Southampton Solent University aimed to 
assess whether Walking Football is able to 
provide sufficient physiological stimulus 
to increase, enhance and inspire positive 
health and training effects; specifically, 

body shape, fitness and attitudes towards 
physical activity. For the pilot study, ten 
male participants completed a 12 –week 
Walking Football programme – consisting of 
a single two- hour training session (multiple 
5-a-side games) each week (Arnold, Bruce-
Low and Sammut, 2015). 

A series of physiological and psychological 
tests were conducted before and after 
the programme duration. The study 
concluded that Walking Football improved 
all anthropometric and fitness measures, 
as well as producing positive attitudes to 
physical activity, Walking Football (Arnold, 
Bruce-Low and Sammut, 2015). Professor 
Stewart Bruce-Low, research lead and 
Laboratory Director at Southampton Solent 
says: “With the potentially crippling overuse 
of the NHS, it is imperative that the UK 

population takes much greater ownership 
of their health and wellbeing to help relieve 
the stress placed on this service (Arnold, 
Bruce-Low and Sammut, 2015). 

Aston University
A team of researchers, led by Peter Reddy 
from Aston University conducted a pilot 
study on Walking Football, which aimed to 
investigate the experience of older adults 
playing football every week, the intensity 
and locomotor pattern of Walking Football, 
the scale and nature of Walking Football 
health benefits, and various possible 
cognitive benefits of playing Walking 
Football (Reddy et al., 2017).

Social & Health Impact
Researched Based Evidence

Walking Football and Walking Sport has not only captured the attention of 
participants, authorities and national governing bodies throughout European 
communities, but it is now walking its way onto the research radar of 
educational institutions.
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Social & Health Impact

The study compared two groups before 
and after 12 weeks of one-hour weekly 
Walking Football sessions. The study 
concluded: “Walking Football  is a lower 
impact but authentic form of football that 
enables older players to extend their active 
participation”, and “Walking Football is 
enjoyable and moderately demanding and 
may be a sustainable form of exercise for 
older adults” (Reddy et al., 2017). 

Ultimately, people who play sport at amateur 
and professional levels give it up in their late 
thirties, but the evidence suggests there is 
no reason not to enjoy the beautiful game 
until well into your sixties and even seventies. 

Age UK – Health Charity
Age UK is the UK’s largest charity dedicated 
to helping everyone make the most of later 
life. Age UK provides services and support at 
a national and local level to inspire, enable 
and support older people. The charity 
stands up and speaks for all those who have 
reached later life, and also protects the 
long-term interests of future generations

Research
The research carried out by Age UK provides 
findings from a qualitative evaluation of 
a project aimed at supporting seven local 
Age UK partners that began offering the 
activity of Walking Football. The qualitative 
evaluation has been carried out by Vinal K 
Karania (2015) a Research Manager at Age 
UK National.

“The local Age UKs all delivered a similar 
Walking Football model that involved three 
elements: warm-up; playing Walking Football 
and the opportunity to socialise after the 
game. The activities were delivered across 
a range of settings including indoors and 
outdoors and from school halls to leisure 
centres” (Karania, 2015). The results from 
the evaluation found that Walking Football 
programmes led to a physical, mental 
and social improvement, and contributed 
to individual empowerment.  Overall, it 
was reported that “Walking Football has 
enabled a range of different older people, 
including those with physical disabilities 
and those living with dementia, to engage 
in and participate in sporting activities with 
some participants flagging benefits from 
improvements in physical and mental health 
and well-being” (Karania, 2015).
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MONITORING & EVALUATION

As an aid to provide evidence that your 
Walking Football session is having an 
impact on the health and social well-
being of the participants engaged in the 
programme, you can follow three easy 
steps to gather data. We suggest providing 
the following questionnaire template for 
participants to complete a three points 
during the programme: before they start 
the programme, during the programme 
and once they finish. It is best to collect 
the data over a ten-week period, and to 
be transparent with your participants as 
to the reasons why you are asking them to 
complete the forms and what you intend to 
use the data for.

How can I use the data?
It takes some time and effort to collect the 
data from your participants, but the process 
is rewarding. Collecting data allows you to 
provide participants with information on 
their progress, such as achieving goals and 
setting targets.

Additionally, data collection is essential 
to the sustainability of your Walking 
Football programme. When collaborating 
with potential partners such as housing 
associations or sponsors to raise funds, 
you will be able to demonstrate how your 
Walking Football session is having an 
impact on participants. 

MONITORING & EVALUATION 
OF YOUR WALKING FOOTBALL 
PROGRAMME
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Questionnaire

The questionnaire is a tool to monitor and evaluate the 
participants journey from the start of the programme all 
the way to the end of the programme. The completion of the 
questionnaire will highlight whether the programme has had 
an impact on the participants. One questionnaire form will 
be used to record participants perceptions on how they have 
performed, how they rate their own skills, and their perceived 
wellbeing before, during and after the programme.

Data Collection Timeline
Start • At the beginning of the programme; 
  how do you rate your initial skills and well-being

MID TERM • During the programme; rate your skills and 
  well-being at this stage

END • Rate your skill and well-being at the end 
  of the programme

SCORING TABLE • 1 = Low Score   /   6 = High Score 

FILLING THE BOXES • Please shade the relevant boxes, 
  for example: if you have chosen to score 2, 
  shade boxes 1& 2.

EXAMPLE:

Pre, Mid Term & Post 
Questionnaire

European Legends Participant Questionnaire

Instructions

MENTAL HEALTH3
Physical Health, Better Mobility, Improved Stamina, Improved Strength

START 1 2 3 4 5 6

MID TERM 1 2 3 4 5 6

END 1 2 3 4 5 6

Please fill in the dates of 
Start, Mid Term and End:

Please fill in your 
Name, Project and Club:

NAME

START

project

MID TERM

club

END

NAME / project / club

DATES

E U R O P E A N

– –

– –

– –
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Questionnaire

MENTAL HEALTH1
Self Esteem, Self Belief, Self Respect, Self Awareness

START 1 2 3 4 5 6

MID TERM 1 2 3 4 5 6

END 1 2 3 4 5 6

PHYSICAL HEALTH2
Feeling Fit, Better Stamina, Improved Strength

START 1 2 3 4 5 6

MID TERM 1 2 3 4 5 6

END 1 2 3 4 5 6

WELL-BEING3
Better Mobility, Feeling more active

START 1 2 3 4 5 6

MID TERM 1 2 3 4 5 6

END 1 2 3 4 5 6

WALKING FOOTBALL PROJECT4
Enjoyment, Fun Factor

START 1 2 3 4 5 6

MID TERM 1 2 3 4 5 6

END 1 2 3 4 5 6

WORKING WITH OTHERS5
Team Work, Respecting others

START 1 2 3 4 5 6

MID TERM 1 2 3 4 5 6

END 1 2 3 4 5 6

GENERAL HEALTH6
Physical Health, Better Mobility, Improved Stamina, Improved Strength

START 1 2 3 4 5 6

MID TERM 1 2 3 4 5 6

END 1 2 3 4 5 6

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT7
Willingness to volunteer with Club or Local Community Groups

START 1 2 3 4 5 6

MID TERM 1 2 3 4 5 6

END 1 2 3 4 5 6

PROJECT DELIVERY8
Organisation, Communication, Sessions, Matches, Tournaments

START 1 2 3 4 5 6

MID TERM 1 2 3 4 5 6

END 1 2 3 4 5 6

STAFF ENGAGEMENT9
Interaction, Delivery style, Professionalism

START 1 2 3 4 5 6

MID TERM 1 2 3 4 5 6

END 1 2 3 4 5 6

SETTING AND ACHIEVING GOALS10
Motivation, planning and organising personal & social Interests

START 1 2 3 4 5 6

MID TERM 1 2 3 4 5 6

END 1 2 3 4 5 6



WHO & WHAT ARE 
PROGRAMME PARTNERS?
Programme partners are individuals, 
groups or organisations in the community 
that can have an impact on the delivery 
of your Walking Football programme, 
or who will be affected by the outcome 
and objectives of the Walking Football 
programme. Programme partners are 
essentially the people, groups and 
organisations with vested interest in 
the social impact of the programme.

The creation of a Steering Committee is 
of great benefit for your Walking Football 
programme. A Steering Committee can 
provide stability for the programme and its 
objectives, and ensures the sustainability 
and accountability for a shared vision.

The example list of programme partners 
represents those stakeholders who can 
provide valuable assets to your Walking 
Football programme. These stakeholders 
can play a positive role in fulfilling shared 
objectives surrounding health initiatives. 
Building a programme with local partners 
who have shared objectives will be more 
beneficial to the community as a whole, 
as the programme will also complement 
and supplement partner objectives.

Fans
Fans are a key source to find participants for 
the programme who are loyal stakeholders 
of the club.  Fans are an integral starting 
point for spreading the word to associated 
supporter groups in the stadium and 
community. Fans can also be a voice for 
your Walking Football programme through 
social media platforms.

PARTNERSHIPS & 
FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 
Developing partnerships and funding opportunities are critical elements in 
supporting the creation of your new Walking Football programme. Through 
the work of the European Legends partners, we will outline various examples 
of how your sessions can be supported. This will enable the programme to be 
sustainable in the future.
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PARTNERSHIPS & FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 

Examples of 
Programme 
Partners are:
• Fans
• Target Group
• Municipality / 
 Local Government
• Local Housing Associations
• Health Services
• Local Community Football
 & Sports Clubs
• Local / Regional Football  
 Associations
• Professional Football Clubs
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PARTNERSHIPS & FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 

Target Groups
The Walking Football programme will focus 
on attracting a particular target group of 
participants. The format of Walking Football 
suggests that the target participants 
display the following characteristics: 
be over 50 years of age, male or female, 
tackling health issues such as obesity, heart 
conditions, feelings of social isolation or 
dementia etc.  In recent programme, the 
target groups have also included a broader 
age range, in order to incorporate those 
who are recovering from an injury. The 
Walking Football format is well designed 
to be accessible and accommodate those 
suffering from an injury.

Local Municipality 
& Local Government
It is a good idea to keep local municipalities 
and local governments informed about 
your potential Walking Sport programme. 
Dealing with the authorities does not have 
to be daunting. By contacting your local 
community and health service departments, 
you will stay informed on up to date 
information regarding the current services 
being delivered in your area. Additionally, 
local services and governments can provide 
details on how to best contact other 
delivery partners to support your Walking 
Sport programmes. 

Local Housing Associations
Informing housing associations in your area 
about your Walking Football programme 
may allow for access to specific funding 
opportunities related to corporate and 
social responsibility. Housing associations 
are not only responsible for social housing 
and living conditions, but also to provide 
and contribute to health and lifestyle 
initiatives. The more proactive and timely 
you are about contacting your local housing 
association and building a relationship, the 
faster and more easily you may be able to 
access this funding.

Health Services & Charities
There are many charities and services 
that exist across Europe whose objectives 
may be in line with your Walking Football 
initiative. A clearly defined set of objectives 
that your session aims to have can create 
a basis for understanding which health 
services and charities might want to 
get involved in your programme. Their 
involvement can range from providing 
funding, to assisting with monitoring 
and evaluation, to helping find potential 
suitable participants.

During the course of the programme, 
European Legend partners have successfully 
engaged with the following health services:

• Mental health services

• Men’s health groups and services

• Heart foundations

• Dementia services and charities

• Alzheimer’s services and charities

 
Local/Regional/National 
Football Associations
In some countries the local football 
association will be able to offer best 
practice advice from other local Walking 
Football sessions and inform you about any 
current football programmes that could 
support your session, and also help promote 
your programme. Additionally, some local 
football associations will be able to assist 
you with local funding applications for small 
grants or even sourcing kits and equipment

The Local Professional 
Football Club
Professional football clubs often host 
community programmes and initiatives 
that deliver a range of activities. These 
initiatives engage with the local community 
through programmes involving life skills 
development to community cohesion 
projects. Involving a football club in your 
programme can be a great asset as they can 
offer their branding, experienced coaching 
and facilities. 
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PARTNERSHIPS & FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 

Steering Committee 
The Steering Committee aims to find 
as many partners as possible who can 
bring expertise to your Walking Football 
operation. The Steering Committee should 
provide their opinion and feedback on 
all aspects regarding the development 
of the programme. The objective of this 
committee is to hold discussions, lend their 
expertise, and enhance the opportunities 
available for the programme.

• Aim to be involved in other Steering Committees or 
 groups within the community in order to gain  
 further knowledge, input and awareness about 
 community objectives. A more holistic   
 understanding of community programmes will 
 help you to better establish the direction,   
 objectives and sustainability of your programme

• It is important that the Steering Committee  
 be representative of different organisations  
 in the community, such as housing associations,  
 local authorities, health services, youth services,  
 associations for the elderly etc. to incorporate  
 diverse opinions and needs

• Try to host one of the Steering Committee 
 meetings at one of the Walking Football sessions.  
 This will help to give context to the group, and put  
 ideas into perspective

Tips
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MARKETING

Marketing Your 
Walking Football Session
Once you have established when and 
where the Walking Football sessions will 
be delivered, it is time to start marketing 
your session to attract participants! 
Marketing can seem like a daunting task, 
but if you follow these basic steps your 
sessions will attract participants from 
the target groups that you seek. 

Posters & Flyers
These are traditional methods of advertising, 
which remain relevant and will enhance the 
visibility of your programme in and around the 
local area. Posters and flyers should be put 
up and distributed in strategic locations such 
as community centres, libraries, supermarket 
information boards, and most importantly 
your programme venue. 

It is useful to provide flyers to other 
community groups in the area who can 
facilitate the further distribution of flyers 
to potential participants. You can create 
posters and flyers using word or publisher 
documents or other basic computer 
programme. Alternatively, you can use 
a designer to create a poster. 

Marketing E U R O P E A N

W a l k i n g  F o o t b a l l

www.vfl-wolfsburg.de

Treffen Sie alte 

und neue Freunde 

beim VfL Wolfsburg!

W a l k i n g  F o o t b a l l

When promoting and 

advertising your Walking 

Football session you may want 

to consider the following 

messages to entice your 

target audience. The following 

are examples of content that 

can support your flyers and 

posters: 

• Stay Active
Are you looking for a way 
to stay active? Do you want 
increase your physical 
activity and be able to enjoy 
your day to day activities? 
Walking Football sessions 
are just place to keep up and 
active lifestyle and meet 
new friends!

• Don’t just exist, LIVE! 
Tired of the same routine 
day in and day out? Are 
you ready to try something 
new and exciting? Walking 
Football sessions are just 
that! Once you join in on the 
fun, you will never look back!

Tips
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MARKETING

Flyers & Poster Design
When designing flyers, posters or putting 
together promotional material, there are several 
key statements that are useful to include in 
order to attract your potential target group for 
your session. For example, include informative 
statements such as: target age group, day 
and time of sessions, location of sessions, and 
contact information of the organiser. 

Local Media Channels
Using local media channels such as the local 
newspaper or even the local radio station 
is a great way to spread the word about 
your Walking Sport session throughout 
the community. Local newspapers will be 
interested in what you are doing so invite them 
down to your session to take photos and do 
interviews with your participants.

Local Community Groups
Investigate the different community groups 
that exist in your area, especially those 
which will fit your participant profile. Reach 
out to them to see if you can speak to them 
and present your session. The opportunity 
to include a personal introduction of the 
programme will demonstrate your enthusiasm 
and passion for what you are doing!

Social Media Platform - Facebook
A great way to keep connected with your 
participants is by creating a Facebook page. 
Facebook is a valuable tool to showcase the 
Walking Football session using photos, videos 
and updates. Additionally, the participants will 
have the opportunity to like, comment, and share 
the Facebook page which will further publicise 
the sessions to new potential participants.

E U R O P E A N

W a l k i n g  F o o t b a l l

www.vfl-wolfsburg.de

Treffen Sie alte 

und neue Freunde 

beim VfL Wolfsburg!

W a l k i n g  F o o t b a l l

• Feel United 
Not sure how to spend all 
your free time? Come spend 
it at a Walking Sport session, 
where the team gathers 
together just like the old 
days! Keep active and keep 
together!

• Just Like It Used To Be! 
Do you remember how sport 
used to make you feel? 
There’s no reason why you 
can’t get that same feeling 
back. Join the Walking 
Football sessions and get 
back on the pitch again - 
at your own pace!

• Come and Join Us! 
Stuck in the  same 
routine? Do you want 
some excitement, fun and 
enjoyment? Joining the 
Walking Football session will 
put that spring back in your 
step! So, come on down, 
meet new people and feel 
the health benefits!

• Inspire Your Children  
 and Grandchildren 
It’s great cheering on your 
children and grandchildren 
- but now it’s time to show 
them how it’s done! Set the 
example, and get involved 
in Walking Sport. Next time 
it will be them coming to 
watch you play!
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Planning
The lifecycle of the European Legends 
programme has highlighted the importance 
of clearly planning where, what time, and 
how Walking Football sessions will be 
scheduled and delivered.  

This section provides useful information 
to understand what actions you will need 
to take, and key items you will need to 
consider when planning your Walking 
Football session.

VENUE AND 
ENVIRONMENT
The venue that you intend to use for your 
Walking Football sessions should be located 
at a central point within the community 
and be accessible for all. Using facilities 
that have a high visibility and are easily 
recognisable, as well as being central in 
the community enhances the prospect of 
attracting participants. 

For example, during the European Legends 
programme partners have used venues such 
as leisure centres, community facilities, and 
professional football club facilities for their 
Walking Football sessions.

Walking Football sessions can be facilitated 
at both indoor and outdoor venues. 
There is no harm in changing the facilities 
from outdoors to indoors to accommodate 
for weather as the winter months approach, 
as is done by our Norwegian partner 
Vålerenga Football Club. The transition 
from an outdoor venue to an indoor 

venue will be a smooth process if it is 
communicated ahead of time.

In order to manage your budget wisely, 
start the process of searching for a venue 
well in advance of your Walking Football 
sessions, to find a suitable venue at the 

lowest possible costs, or where discounted 
rates can be provided. It is also important to 
secure your booking at the desired facility 
ahead of time, especially if you wish to use 
a popular and central community sporting 
venue. 

HOW TO PLAN YOUR 
WALKING FOOTBALL SESSION   1

PART 
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Venue Facilities
It is important that the venue you select is 
a multi-purpose facility, in order to satisfy 
the objectives of the programme. The 
venue should have football playing pitch 
but also other integral services such as 
first aid, changing facilities, toilets, access 
to refreshments and an area where the 
participants can sit together and socially 
interact once the session is over.
An integral component of the Walking 
Football programme is the social 
gathering after the practical session. 
The opportunities for social interaction are 
highly valued by participants and complete 
the holistic and overall purpose of the 
Walking Football session.

Scheduling Sessions
Our European Legends partners have 
advised avoiding certain times for holding 
Walking Football sessions. The partners 

experienced that achieving a high level of 
attendance is unlikely on Friday evenings, 
Sundays and lunchtimes during the 
week. The best way to schedule sessions 
is through consultation with the entire 
group in order to receive feedback from 
participants on what days and times work 
best. This will lead to a sufficient and 
adequate attendance at each session.

According to our European Legends 
partners, sessions that experienced a high 
level of attendance were held either in 
the morning, right before lunch or before 
afternoon tea during weekdays. KAA Gent, 
a European Legend partner, delivers two 
separate sessions during the week, on 
different days, with one session in the 
morning and one session in the afternoon. 
Structuring the sessions in this way provides 
flexibility and options, making programme 
participation more accessible. 

Participant Age Criteria
Walking Football naturally attracts older 
participants due to the walking format 
of the game. The objectives of Walking 
Football and Walking Sport are to increase 
levels of physical fitness and decrease 
feelings of social isolation in older 
participants, as these issues tend to happen 
more frequently in ageing populations. 
However, there are younger players who 
are recovering from injuries who would like 
to continue to participate in sport but at 
a less-intensive level. European Legends 
partner Tottenham Hotspur Foundation, 
engaged participants as young as 30 years 
of age who are recovering from injuries 
such as a knee operation. The foundation 
uses Walking Football as an option for 
rehabilitation. Ultimately, while the target 
age group for Walking Football participants 
is typically ages 50+, it is best to avoid 
putting a definitive age restriction on 
participation, so as to not limit potential 
participants.

Goal Posts
Most venues that you book will have goal 
posts. They can come in different sizes, 
such as full-size goal posts or 5-a-side 
goal posts. Ideally, for the Walking Football 
format 5-a-side goal posts (3.6m x 1.2m 
or similar), are most suitable. 

Bibs
Bibs are very useful for the session. 
They provide a visual indicator for players 
to know where their teammates are on 
the pitch during session drills and for 
football games. From a visual perspective, 
it can make your session appear more 
professional.

Footballs
Footballs are necessary during the session, 
which should include various drills and 
provide participants with the opportunity 

to familiarise themselves with the football. 
Across the regions, Walking Football 
sessions typically use a size 5 football. Some 
sessions use futsal balls to minimise the ball 
speed in the air.

Clothing
Walking Football and Walking Sport is a 
leisure activity, therefore it is important that 
participants are comfortable in their attire. 
For health and safety reasons it is advised 
that football boots, shin pads and training 
gear (t-shirt/shorts/ jogging pants) are worn.

Considering that participants may not have 
played football in some time, it is important 
to keep it simple with gear requirements. 
Over time, participants will come more and 
more prepared!

Depending on the partners involved in 
your Walking Football programme, you 
may be able to access funding in order to 
provide football kits, or to support your 
team’s attendance at Walking Football 
tournaments and festivals.

EQUIPMENT
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It is critical that a first aid kit is readily 
available during all sessions. Moreover, 
participants must disclose if they have 
had any injuries or issues that the coach 
and organiser should be made aware of, 
prior to their participation in the session. 
Considering the age of the participants, 
being proactive about health and safety 
concerns is of the utmost importance. 

First Aid Kit
In line with health and safety requirements, 
all sessions must have access to a first 
aid medical bag at pitch-side. Such first 
aid kits can be purchased from standard 
supermarkets or pharmacy stores. If you are 
hosting your session at a community centre 
or leisure centre, first aid kits will be readily 
available, typically with a designed qualified 
first aider onsite.

Health & Safety

!
It is critical that a first aid kit 
is readily available during all sessions. 
Moreover, participants must disclose 
if they have had any injuries or issues 
that the coach and organiser should be 
made aware of, prior to their participation 
in the session. Considering the age of 
the participants, being proactive 
about health and safety concerns is of 
the utmost importance. 
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Participant Agreement

PROJECT

Participant Name

ZIPCODE

Home Address

Email

PARTICIPANT1

NUMBER

CITY / TOWN

PERSONAL CONSENT2
• The activity will be supervised.
• I will attend the activity entirely at my own risk and will 
 exercise due care to ensure my personal safety and that  
 of others occurs.
• The Club takes no responsibility for the loss of any   
 personal belongings.
• I declare that I have no known medical or physical  
 condition that may be made worse by participation  
 in the activity or precludes me from participating in 
 the activity (If so, please detail on Medical    
 Questionnaire form).

• I will conduct myself in a safe and responsible manner   
 for the duration of the activity.
• I will follow any reasonable direction or advice affecting  
 my safety given to me by programme organisers.
• I accept all risks associated with the activity for myself  
 and my heirs, executors and assignees and release the  
 organisation and its servants and agents from all   
 claims, actions, suits, and demands from loss or injury  
 to me or my dependents arising from my participation  
 in this activity.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONSENT3
I hereby consent and authorise the organisation whose name appears above, to take photographs, video, film or 
audiotapes, that capture my name, voice, and/or image, and use them for promotional or educational/training purposes.  

AUTHORISATION4
I have read this indemnity agreement in its entirety, and i fully understand its contents. 

SIGNED NAME

DATE

The participant agreement and consent form is a vital 
component for the Walking Football or Walking Sport 
programme. It will provide you with information on 
the participants attending the session. Key details for 
participants to include on the form are: name, address, 
post-code, contact telephone number, email address, 

and gender. This will also provide you with the opportunity 
to create a database for your Walking Football session. 
The database can aid in the monitoring and evaluation of 
programme results, as well as to communicate news and 
information to participants.
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We recommend that for health and safety 
reasons, an attendance list is maintained 
at all sessions. Taking attendance 
allows you to track who attends each 
session and allows you to monitor the 
overall attendance progress throughout 
the duration of the Walking Football 
programme. This information will also be of 
value to the programme partners.

Keeping track of attendance records, along 
with participant agreement and medical 
consent forms will equip you with all the 
necessary details and information to 
contact participant relatives in the case of 
an emergency.

The attendance form should be filled 
in by participants on arrival at each 

session. Coaches can use clipboards and 
registration lists or iPads and smartphones 
as alternatives to more flexible forms of 
registration.

It is important to note that confidential 
data collected from participants is kept 
in a secure holding for data protection 
purposes.

PARTICIPANT ATTENDANCE

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

WALKING FOOTBALL REGISTER

03
 OC

T

10
 OC

T

17 
OC

T

24
 OC

T

31 
OC

T

07
 nO

V

14 
nO

V

21 
nO

V

28
 nO

V

05
 DE

C

12 
DE

C

19 
DE

C

09
 ja

n

16 
ja

n

23
 ja

n

30
 ja

n

06
 FE

B

13 
FE

B

20
 FE

B

27
 FE

B

06
 M

AR

13 
MA

R

20
 M

AR

27
 M

AR

03
 M

AR

Player

Please see an example of a registration form.
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As the organiser responsible for overseeing 
the development and implementation of a 
Walking Football programme, it is your duty 
to not only safeguard your participants, but 
also yourself as an organiser.

A medical consent form is to be completed 
by every participant prior to taking part in 
the Walking Football sessions. Participants 

are required to inform the organisers and 
coaching staff about any pre-existing 
injuries and medical conditions or concerns. 
The medical form can also be part of a 
medical and injury disclaimer, which further 
protects you as an activity organiser.

The medical form ensures that you are 
aware of all the pre-existing injuries and 

medical conditions or concerns of your 
participants, which enables you to be better 
equipped to act accordingly in event of 
injury or emergency.

Please see an example of a Medical consent form.

MEDICAL CONSENT FORM

CLUB NAME

Programme / Activity

Programme Start Date

1

E U R O P E A N

The purpose of this form is to allow us to adequately prepare for your safe participation in this activity.  
This information will be kept strictly confidential.

NUMBER

FULL NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

Contact Details

FULL ADDRESS

GENDER

Mobile

ADDRESS

CITY / TOWN

PARTICIPANT DETAILS2

HOME

ZIPCODE

EMAIL

MALE  /  FEMALE
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FULL NAME

FULL NAME

Contact Details

Contact Details

FULL ADDRESS

FULL ADDRESS

PHONE 1

PHONE 1

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

CITY / TOWN

CITY / TOWN

EMERGENCY CONTACT/S

2ND EMERGENCY CONTACT/S

3

PHONE 2

PHONE 2

ZIPCODE

ZIPCODE

EMAIL

EMAIL

DOCTOR NAME

Contact Details

FULL ADDRESS

Special Dietary Requirements

ADDRESS

CITY / TOWN

PHONE

ZIPCODE

EMAIL

Relationship to Participant

Relationship to Participant
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Do you have any disabilities or illnesses?     

Do you have any known allergies?    

Are you currently taking any form 
of prescribed medication?    

Please give details

Please provide details of you allergy?

If yes, detail name, dosage and frequency

Are there any other medical conditions 
we should be aware of?

Do you suffer from asthma?  

DISABILITIES / INJURIES

ALLERGIES  

4

5

YES  /  NO

YES  /  NO

YES  /  NO

YES  /  NO

This medication MUST be carried by the participant while on program.

PERSONAL CONSENT6
In the case of an emergency, I authorise the program organisers/staff, where it is impracticable to communicate with me, 
to arrange for me to receive such medical or surgical treatment as may be deemed necessary. I also undertake to pay or 
reimburse costs which may be incurred for medical attention, ambulance transport and drugs and other costs while I am 
attending the event/activity/program.

I understand that although the organisation tries to minimise any risk of personal injury within all practical boundaries, 
accidents do happen and all physical activities carry the risk of personal injury. I acknowledge that there is an inherent risk 
of personal injury in physical activities that will be undertaken as part of this event/activity/program

SIGNED NAME

DATE
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Session Facilitator or Coach
We have now come to the stage focused on 
the practical delivery of the Walking Football 
Session. The facilitator or coach delivering 
the session should be a person who is able to 
effectively communicate with all members 
of the group. The coach or facilitator create 
a safe environment where the session is 
structured, but enjoyable and fun with a 
friendly atmosphere! European Legends 
partners have found that the most successful 
coach or facilitator for the target group is 
one who has a wealth of coaching experience 
with many age groups. Ideally the session 

facilitator is a qualified coach, however, this 
is not essential, especially in the early stages 
of your programme. For example, European 
Legends partner Fulham Football Club 
identified potential participants who wanted 
to work towards training to achieve a Level 1 
coaching certificate.

This contributes ownership from the 
participants and enhances the future 
sustainability of the programme. Information 
regarding the assessment of coaching 
qualifications and possible funding can 
be found at local football associations. It 
is important that the coach or facilitator 

understands basic first aid. A first aid 
coaching qualification in this area is advised, 
to safeguard the facilitator or coach.

Volunteer Football Coaches
There are ways you can secure a qualified 
football coach for your Walking Football 
sessions without paying expensive rates 
for coaching services. For example, there 
are opportunities to use volunteer coaches 
who would be able to assist in delivering 
your session. Contact your local or regional 
football association and inquire if they can 
provide you with access to local volunteers or 
direct you to the relevant volunteer services.

Player Arrival
It is important to set the standards from 
the beginning of the session in regards to 
meeting and greeting all your participants. 
Introducing new players to returning 
players or ‘regulars’ is a considerate action 
that creates a warm welcome and positive 
environment. Player arrival is also a good 
time to complete session attendance, 
provide a session introduction and for 
participants to catch up with friends.

Warm-Up
A warm-up routine is critical preparation for 
any form of physical activity. The warm-up 
routine ensures the safe delivery of the 
session, especially bearing in mind the age 
profile of the participants. The warm-up 
can be delivered in a fun and engaging way 
and sets the tone for the sessions. Below 
are various examples of warm-up activities 
and session plans provided by our European 
Legends partners to help you get started!

Walking
Walking is probably the most simple and 
effective thing to do in the warm-up to 
prepare the players for Walking Football. The 
activities can be done with or without the ball 
or by introducing ‘follow the leader’ games.

Stretching
Once you have started to get warm you 
should introduce stretching of the muscles 
to avoid the risk of participants pulling 
muscles. Stretching is important, as many 
participants may not have engaged in sport 
for a long time. There are different types 
of stretches that you can do. Performing 
dynamic stretches will be a safer option for 
your participant group. It is important to 
remember that your participants are not 
Messi or Ronaldo, so while it is important to 
warm up, keep it simple and fun!

Demonstrations
A great way to lead by example as a coach or 
facilitator is by performing demonstrations 
for stretches or drills. This will be helpful for 
participants who are struggling to keep up 
with new drills, and demonstrating stretches 
is a great visual aid for proper technique!

Skills & Drills
Once the warm-up is completed, sessions 
conducted by the coach or facilitator usually 
move on to some basic drills and skills. These 
can include passing, dribbling, shooting, ball 
control or footwork drills for example. It is a 
good idea to keep drills new and engaging 
for participants throughout the sessions. 

We have selected some example session 
plans from various European Legends 
Partners for you to use. Participant 
feedback has always commented on the 
success of these activities. For this reason, 
we recommend that you try some!

WALKING FOOTBALL SESSION

HOW TO DELIVER YOUR 
WALKING FOOTBALL SESSION   2
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EXAMPLE SESSION PLANS 

More session plans and videos can be found at www.europeanlegends.EU

Example 
session 
plans

E U R O P E A N
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Club Brugge

14 players

24/08/2017

Training field 
Koude Keuken: 
artificial grass
Zandstraat 284
8200 Sint-Andries

Ball possession
Use of the wingers

Club

Group Size

Date

Venue

Theme

Practice name  line-walking / Warm upPractice name:  line-walking / Warm up

3 areas
•      Blue: width = 1 point
•      Red: length = 2 points
•      Yellow: diagonal = 3 points 

Objectives
The players must walk in the 
3 areas. After each line, the 
players must do some warm 
up exercises, such as rotating 
the shoulders forward and 
backwards, lift up the knees, 
fast-walking, etc.

Duration
10 minutes

Implementation rules
• Players are not permitted to 

walk the same zone twice in 
a row.

• If the players are walking, at 
least one foot must always 
touch the ground.

Assessment
Most points: 52
After 5 minutes, a change is 
added: line walking with a ball 
to make the exercise more 
difficult.

Equipment
• 2 goals (high: 1 metre, 

length: 2,5 metres)
• 15 cones
• 15 balls
• 15 bibs

Objectives
• Ball possession
• Use of the wingers

EXAMPLE SESSION PLANS 
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EXAMPLE SESSION PLANS 

Objectives
Improved ball circulation: 
8 passes

1 A passes the ball to B
2 B gives the ball back to A
3 A passes the ball to C
4 C passes the ball to D
5 D gives the ball to E
6 E passes back to D
7 D gives the ball to F
8 F passes to A

Duration
15 minutes
 

Implementation rules
• Touching the ball only 

one or two times: fastball 
circulation.

• If you pass the ball, then you 
must follow the ball to the place 
where you passed the ball. A 
goes to B, B goes to C,…

Assessment
• After 5 minutes, if there is 

good ball circulation, you can 
switch and play in the other 
direction.

• Some players have difficulties 
understanding the drill after 
only one round.

Objectives
Player 1 (defender) passes the 
ball to player 2 (midfielder). He 
bounces the ball back to player 1. 
Afterwards: long pass from 
player 1 to player 3 or 4 
(wingers). The winger assists 
the ball to player 2, who takes 
a shot on goal.

Duration
20 minutes

Implementation rules
• Start first to the right wing 

and after that to the left wing.

• Everyone stays at the same 
location. After 5 minutes: 
changing positions.

• No goalkeeper, but  players 
must finish from at least 10 
meters out on a small goal.

Assessment
• Players must continually 

play the ball faster. 
• More focus on finishing 
 on the goal.
• More communication on the 

field: call out  the name of 
the player you passing to.

This is a very good training 
session in perfect weather 
conditions. Ideal to play on 
artificial grass.

The players were very 
motivated and listened to 
the instructions well. 

Remarks
• Too much walking in the 

match 6 against 6.
• More team play, too many 

individual actions.

• More communication on 
the field: call out the name 
of other players if you play 
the ball to them, so they can 
better anticipate the ball.

• Some players have suffered 
injuries, so give them 
stretching exercises before 
hand.

Practice name:  fast ball circulation

Practice name:  USING THE WING PLAYERS/ FINISHING EXERCISE

post session debrief
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SV Werder Bremen

12

28/08/2017

Werder Bremen 
training grounds

Passing

Club

Group Size

Date

Venue

Theme

Equipment
• Balls
• Bibs
• Cones

Objectives
Improved confidence passing 
with both feet

Practice name:  WARM UP WITH TECHNICAL FOCUS

Objectives
Playing clean and safe short 
distance passes.

Duration
10 – 15 minutes

Implementation rules
Cone triangle with distances 
of 1m, players standing in half 
meter distances to cones 
3 players each setup: player 1 
is moving, players 2 and 3 just 
passing; 

Player 1 starting outside the left 
cone playing a pass to player 
2, getting a pass through the 
cones, playing a pass to player 
3, getting a pass outside the 

right cone, now to the other 
direction – playing a pass to 
player 3, getting a pass through 
the cones and so on.

Each player should be the 
‘moving player’ for 1 – 2 
minutes.

First round the moving player 
should only use the inside of 
his feet to play passes, second 
round the moving player should 
only use the outside of his feet.

Assessment
Need to slowly introduce 
the sequence. If players 
demonstrate good technique, 
you can extend the distance.

EXAMPLE SESSION PLANS 
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Objectives
Playing passes while 
anticipating the right moment 
to move to the next position 

Duration
10 – 15 minutes

Implementation rules
• 6 players each set up
• 3 players each side 
 (green, dark blue, light blue)
Player 1 (green) starts walking 
around the cone and receives a 
pass from player 2 (dark blue), 
who then passes the ball back 
to player 1 (green) on the other 
side through the cone goals, 

who then plays the ball to 
player 3 (light blue) and follows 
the pass to go to position of 
player 3. Meanwhile, player 2 
starts walking around the cone 
to get a pass from player 3 so 
he can play a pass through 
the cone goals to player 1 on 
the left side, who plays pass to 
player 3 and follows the ball to 
position of player 3. 

Assessment
First round with no limitation 
of passes. Second round the 
difficulty can be increased by 
playing direct passes (except 
from starting positions).

Objectives
Score points by passing through the cone goals.

Duration
15 minutes

Implementation rules
Play 6 vs. 6, with 6 cone goals set up on half the pitch.

A team scores one point if one player of their team passes to 
another player who can control the pass through one cone goal. 

Assessment
Modifying the size of the cone goals can modify the difficulty of 
the drill. The less players on each team, the more effort and more 
difficult it is for the players.

Practice name:  PASSING EXERCISE WITH FOCUS ON MOVEMENT 

Practice name:  passing game with cone goals

Each exercise includes time 
for comments and feedback, 
in order to highlight issues 
to concentrate on during 
the next round. After each 
training session, the team 
gathers to discuss the 

topics from the session, 
and the areas of difficulty 
or simplicity that the 
participants experienced 
during the exercises. 

post session debrief

EXAMPLE SESSION PLANS 
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N.E.C. Nijmegen

20

31/08/2017

De Eendracht

Passing and finding 
the free space

Club

Group Size

Date

Venue

Theme

Equipment
• Balls
• Bibs
• Cones

Objectives
Teach the players to find the 
free space, and transfer this to a 
game situation.

Practice name:  FIND THE FREE SPACE WARM UP

Objectives
To learn to look around and try to find the free 
space (coloured box) in time. 

Duration
10 minutes

Implementation rules
Players have to dribble in the center box at a 
decent pace and in a non-circular way, until 
the coach calls out a colour. At that moment, 
the players must dribble towards the named 
colour (box) and return to the center and 
continue to dribble. 

Assessment
You can increase the difficulty by increasing 
the pace that the players must dribble, or by 
calling out colours to move towards more 
frequently. 

EXAMPLE SESSION PLANS 
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Objectives
To open up when receiving the ball in a crowded space.  

Duration
20 minutes

Implementation rules
• Receiving players have to call for the ball.
• Players have to dribble before passing.
• After 5 minutes the players from the outside switch with the 

players from the inside. 
Players in the middle ask for the ball from the players on the outside
of the box, and open to the free space, dribble towards it and find an
open player to pass the ball to. 

Assessment
The difficulty can be increased by increasing the pace. 

Objectives
Find the free space in a game situation. 

Duration
3 x 15 minutes

Implementation rules
Normal Walking Football rules are applied here. 

Assessment
Players play a 4v4 or 5v5 tournament with normal Walking Football 
rules. Players should be able to find the free space more easily. 
The coach will stop the game if necessary to give feedback. 

Practice name: RECEIVE THE BALL AND FIND SPACE

Practice name:  FINDING FREE SPACE IN A GAME SITUATION 

EXAMPLE SESSION PLANS 
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WALKING FOOTBALL GAMES 
– LET’S PLAY!
Once you have run through some skills 
and drills, your participants will be ready 
and looking forward to playing a game of 
Walking Football. It is necessary before 
you start the game to provide information 
on the basic rules of Walking Football. All 
across Europe, there are different variations 
of the Walking Football format and rules. 
However, the basic principles are the same. 
We have provided a Walking Football rules 
guide that can  help you to get started!

COOL DOWN 
After your participants have completed 
a Walking Football session they will have 
exerted quite a bit of energy and they’ll 
be ready relax! Before you head off to get 
changed and grab a cup of tea or coffee, it 
is important to carry out a cool down with 

all the participants. A cool down session will 
aid in the recovery of participants muscles 
and to bring down their heart rate. Cool 
down and stretching will help them with 
movement the next day!

The cool down session only needs to take 
up to 5 minutes and involve static stretches. 
For the coach, the cool down session is also 
a great opportunity to provide feedback to 
and gain insight from the players about the 
session.
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PART 3: HOW TO INCORPORATE THE SOCIAL COMPONENT OF YOUR WALKING FOOTBALL SESSION

An integral component of the Walking 
Football programme is the social 
gathering after the practical session. 
The opportunities for social interaction 
are highly valued by participants and 
complete the holistic and overall purpose 
of the Walking Football session.  While the 
health benefits of the Walking Football 
programme can be incredible, the reason 
why participants were coming back week 
after week for sessions was due to the social 
element allowing them to bond with their 
teammates and create lasting friendships. 

Selecting a venue that has a space where 
participants can gather socially after the 
practical session to have tea and coffee, 
lunch or light snacks is an essential 
component.  Participants who have been 
interviewed about their experience in 
the European Legends programme, have 
commented on their love of the social 
interaction portion. They have expressed 
that it has contributed to the improvement 
of mental health issues and created a sense 
of belonging. The social component of the 
session consists of relaxing and having tea 
and coffee and encouraging participants 

to chat about the session, the news or 
community. Depending on how much time 
you have and the type of space available, 
you can facilitate small workshops, quizzes 
and games. Additionally, you can invite 
other social community groups to join 
your sessions to promote further social 
interaction and participation in other 
community activities. 

HOW TO INCORPORATE THE 
SOCIAL COMPONENT OF YOUR 
WALKING FOOTBALL SESSION  

3
PART 
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WALKING FOOTBALL RULES & REGULATIONS

The European Legends programme and its 13 professional football partners 
have worked together to compile a list of rules and regulations from across 
Europe and devised ‘The 20 Golden Rules of European Legends Walking Football’ 

WALKING FOOTBALL 
RULES & REGULATIONS

  The match is played with six players per team 

 on the pitch (6 vs 6).

 The size of the pitch is 21 meters by 42 meters.

 The size of the goal is 3m (wide) and 1m (high)   

 (3x1m).

 There are no goalkeepers.

 All players need to keep a distance of 3m from   

 the goal during the game.

 Players are permitted to change throughout 

 the game. The number of substitutions is   

 unlimited. A player who has been substituted   

 may return as a substitute for another player.

 There is no offside rule.

 Tackling and physical contact is forbidden.

 Players must always be walking, as defined as   

 “always having one foot on the ground”. If a   

 player runs, the referee will award possession of   

 the ball to the opposing team. 

 There are no penalties. Only indirect free kicks.   

 All players must keep a distance of 3 meters.

 It is not permitted to play the ball above 

 the crossbar.

 If the ball is played outside the pitch side-lines, 

 the ball will be placed at the spot where it went   

 out, and the player kicks the ball back into play.  

 All players from the opposing team must keep a   

 distance of 3 meters.

 If the ball is played outside the pitch goal line, a 

 corner kick will be awarded. The ball will be placed at  

 the nearest corner and the opposing  team must keep  

 a distance of 3 meters from the corner.

 After each goal, the game starts again with  

 a kick-off in the centre of the field.

 Teams cannot score from their own side of the pitch.

 If a goal is prevented in an illegal manner (such as with 

 hands or by running to the ball), the goal will be   

 counted as valid. 

 The referee can exclude a player for verbal abuse or  

 continuous foul play. Another player will substitute  

 the excluded player.

 If a player receives a yellow card, the player needs to  

 leave the pitch for 5 minutes but can be substituted  

 by another player.

 In case the player receives a red card, the player is 

 excluded from the rest of the game but can be   

 replaced by another player. 

 A referee’s decision regarding the facts or a situation  

 in the match are final. The decisions of the referee  

 must always be respected.
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The 20 Golden Rules of European Legends Walking Football

Walking Football is a growing sport and sessions are currently taking 
part in all corners of the European community. As the sport grows 
to include more events and festivals, Football Association’s and 
Walking Football groups are beginning to establish Walking Football 
guidelines and regulations. As a result, the rules of the game vary 
slightly across Europe. 

E U R O P E A N
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VARIATIONS OF WALKING SPORT

During the life cycle of the programme, 
European Legends partners have engaged 
with local sports groups and participants 
to develop opportunities in other sports 
including hockey, tennis and basketball.

This section provides examples of how 
European Legends partners have applied 
the Walking Sport methodology to different 
sports. It can provide some insight on how 
you can develop your own Walking Sport 
sessions through the use of the principles in 
this practitioner’s guide. The opportunities 
are endless! Good luck!

PSV FOUNDATION AND ORANJE-ROOD 
LAUNCH WALKING HOCKEY PILOT
The PSV Foundation and Eindhoven’s 
Oranje-Rood Hockey Club have worked in 
partnership to launch and deliver a Walking 
Hockey pilot programme. 

The PSV Foundation has been successful 
in delivering Walking Football sessions 
for 2 years in Eindhoven. The experience 
of developing a Walking Football session 
has enabled PSV to collaborate with 
Oranje-Rood to introduce Walking Hockey 
sessions. The training sessions are not only 
a positive way to promote physical health 
improvements, but also to establish regular 
social contacts. Each training session starts 
with a cup of tea or coffee and an informal 
gathering for participants to socialise and 
discuss the latest sport and local news.

Vålerenga Fotball - Walking Golf  
Another European Legends Partner, 
Vålerenga Fotball from Norway, have 
used Walking Golf to engage with their 
local community. Their sessions were first 
conducted as a pilot, but now the club is 
working with local partners and clubs to 
make the sessions more sustainable and 
to move forward with more.  

VARIATIONS OF WALKING SPORT
The objective of the European Legends Walking Football programme is not 
only to promote Walking Football activities but also to inspire local community 
sport groups to apply the walking format to other sports.
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PLAYER TESTIMONIALS

WALKING FOOTBALL - PLAYER TESTIMONIALS 
Below are testimonials about the Walking Football programme given by participants from European Legends partner clubs.

“When I watched the Vitesse 
Legends play for the first time 
I thought to myself - this is it! 
When I was younger, I used to 
play a lot of sports. But 
because of work and other 
things, I quit sports and 
instead started sitting on the 
couch. Walking Football really 
fits me. The social part is what 
makes it unique. Everyone can 
share their stories and that 
completes the project for me.”

“[Because of Walking Football 
I have] met new people with 
whom I developed bonds of 
friendships besides  
the training sessions  
and I was able to develop 
relationship skills.”

“I feel as if I have  
much more physical  
capacity and it ended  
a pain that occasio-
nally bothered me.”

“It is the best my 
knees have felt in 
years and I am able 
to take part in 
sessions.”

“When I think of walking 
football I think of being 
fit, of being together 
and of football. I’d give 
everything for walking 
football.  
 
Even if the team moved,  
I’d still do anything to  
be able keep playing.”

“No one in the group ever played 
football at a high level. We aren’t 
just some old folks kicking 
around a football. We’re learning 
new techniques and game 
situations and we practice 
different forms of matches.”
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PLAYER TESTIMONIALS

“At a certain age, as you get older, you will reach the age  
of retirement. Everybody who has been retired will notice 
their life changes. Our period of employment ends and you 
will have lots of time, while you lacked time in the past 
decades. The N.E.C. OldStars fill up that gap and they  
prevent people from getting lonely and unhealthy.”

“My physical activity 
increased week by week. 
A month ago, I went for a 
two hour walk with my 
nephew and he almost 
begged me to stop 
because he was tired. 
After every session,  
I truly feel reborn,  
it is like living  
my second youth.”

“Some people who  
used to be afraid  
to participate in an  
activity because of  
not knowing anyone,  
now carpool with  
their teammates and  
attend weekly card  
game events.”

“After the training sessions, we meet  
at the supporters point, where we sit 
together and discuss how the club is  
doing and a lot of other topics which  
are going on. It is just a great team and  
has a lot of positive social aspects.”

“Playing Walking Football is a lot of fun for 
me. I have not played football for nearly 20 
years and always missed the game. Because of 
my health, I started doing sport rehabilitation, 
but I had no passion for it. Playing Walking 
Football gives me the feeling that the sport 
rehabilitation is good for something because  
it helps me to get more fit.”
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PLAYER TESTIMONIALS

“Walking Football gives me 
the exercise that I need and I 
am meeting new people 
while I do it. I have found a 
new circle of mates. The 
basic thing that brings us 
together is the shared 
interest in Fulham Football 
Club, so we all remember 
the old players.”

“You get your kit on, 
you’ve got that feeling in 
the dressing room, you’ve 
got your mates around 
you, you get on the pitch, 
you get split into two 
teams – it’s just like being 
in school again.”

“I had a hard time adjusting when I retired 
and really struggled. Now everything has 
changed. I even do my grocery shopping by 
foot and choose the store that is at the 
longest distance.”

“Walking Football is 
such a great 
opportunity for me. 
As a child, I would go 
with my father to the 
stadium to watch the 
PSV games. When I 
first heard about the 
Walking Football 
project, I immediately 
decided to give it a 
try. I really wanted to 
stay physically and 
socially active.”

“The participants 
feel that they are 
a part of the club 
and they are 
proud to put on 
the uniform.”
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WALKING FOOTBALL CASE STUDIES

WALKING FOOTBALL CASE STUDIES

The Vålerenga Legends test 
training method “Aball 1”
In December 2016, the Vålerenga “Go 
Football-Legends’’ took part in a session 
to familiarise the team with new training 
methods. The method called “Aball 1” is 
a relatively new concept that Vålerenga 
delivers in cooperation with Gladiator GT. 
The method is centred around an approach 
that engages participants in a physical, 
playful and mental way. Overall, “Aball 1” 
combines a new and innovative way for 
increasing physical activity with fun and 
engaging learning tasks. 

“Aball 1” for children focuses specifically 
on building cooperative skills, while being 
physically active. The activities belonging 
to the approach are divided into different 
categories and all involve physical activity. 
The tasks can be adapted to different levels 
of motor skills and cognitive development.

Although the methodology is primarily 
targeted at children and young adolescents, 
the Walking Football team of Vålerenga 
proved during their session that the 
approach is also attractive to the older 
generation. The Legends were very eager 
to complete the tasks and were highly 
competitive throughout the training. 

At the end of the session, Coach Glenn 
pointed out that the biggest challenge was 
to ensure that no one was cheating and 
mentioned that the Legends were “much 
worse” regarding that aspect than the 
younger children!

Ultimately, the Vålerenga “Go Football- 
Legends” had a very successful and 
enjoyable session. They familiarised 
themselves with the different and new 
approach and it was a valuable lesson to 
add to the Walking Football programme.

VÅLERENGA 
- TRAINING METHODS
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WALKING FOOTBALL CASE STUDIES

The European Legends programme is 
a positive example of how the power of 
football can inspire older individuals to 
enhance their health and well-being, 
promote social cohesion and create 
opportunities for volunteering.

This section showcases the endless 
opportunities that a Walking Football or 
Walking Sport programme can create within 
the local community by bringing people and 
organisations together!

Through the development of partnerships 
and collaborative relationships, clubs can 
create sustainable and lasting programmes 
that remain functional after the end of a 
two year funding period.

Image 1 depicts where Fulham FC 
Foundation started with the Walking 
Football programme.

Throughout the lifecycle of the Walking 
Football programme, stakeholders and 
partners whose interests aligned with the 
programme outcomes (the health and 
well-being of the target group) supported 
or collaborated on the initiative and 
experienced positive impacts. 
Working collaboratively with stakeholders 

in the community who share similar 
objectives such as addressing health and 
social challenges, helps to form enduring, 
synergistic relationships and increase the 
sustainability of the programme in the 
future. 

Image 2 highlights the efforts that have 
been put forth by Fulham FC Foundation 
to create a sustainable future for the 

programme and for future funding 
opportunities in the community.

During the development of the European 
Legends programme, a key discussion point 
is identifying potential collaborators in the 
community early, in order to ensure the 
sustainability of the programme. 

FULHAM FC FOUNDATION 
- PROGRAMME SUSTAINABILITY

Image 1 Image 2
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BUDGET

The Walking Football Session programme 
costs table provides information about 
the costs of delivering a Walking Football 
programme. In this example budget, 
costs have been calculated for a 20-week 
programme with sessions being delivered 
once per week at 90 minutes in duration. 
Keep in mind that the costs will vary 
depending on which city or country you are 
running your programme in.  

Thus, it should be noted that the cost 
estimation is indicated in Dutch prices and 
the estimates are based on the provision 
of 20 sessions (once per week, 90 minutes 
duration) in the Netherlands. 

Three resources in particular will comprise 
the majority of your costs in a 20-week 
programme. These three resources are:

1. Facility rental fee 
 (football pitch, space for social gathering)

2. New football equipment 
 and kits for participants

3. A coach or facilitator fee 
 (if the club cannot provide a qualified coach)

As previously mentioned, to lower your 
expenses, try to seek out a qualified coach 
who is willing to provide Walking Football 
sessions on a voluntary basis.

It is not required to purchase all of the 
stated equipment in order to deliver a 
Walking football session. Providing cost-
effective sessions for much less is possible. 
It is advisable to first take an inventory of 
equipment available at the club itself to see 
what kind of equipment the club can provide. 
Alternatively, you can ask for a participant 
fee, payable by each participant, to help 
cover costs of equipment and player kits. 

PROGRAMME BUDGET

Facility Rental Fee 
(59.00 Per Hour)
(1 session x 1.5hr/week x 20wks)  € 1.770,00 

Coach or Facilitator Fee 
(20.00 Per Hour)
(1 session x 1.5hr/week x 20wks)  € 600,00

Kit/Equipment (10 players):
•         Football shirts   € 140,00
•         Trousers   € 89,00
•         Socks   € 65,00
•         Sweatshirts/jackets   € 199,00 

Training equipment:
•         Bibs (10x)   € 20,00
•         Cones (30x)    € 7,50
•         Footballs (10x)   € 56,00
•         Goals (3x1 meter)   € 200,00

WALKING FOOTBALL PROGRAMME    (COSTS IN €)

OPERATIONAL COSTS

SET-UP COSTS
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Questions? 
In need of further information?
Please contact us by phone or email: 

E U R O P E A N

www.europeanlegends.eu


